Boulder Hydro
Low Impact Hydropower Institute
Green Power Certification
Application Narrative
Introduction
This narrative provides information on about Boulder Hydro for the purpose of certifying
the facility as a “Green Power” hydroelectric production facility. This facility is owned
by the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes (Tribes), and is managed and operated
by S & K Holding Company, Inc. (SKHC) a Tribal owned company. The Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) regulates the facility with an “Exempt” status under
Project # 07086, with an installed capacity of 350 KWH. The facility was designed and
developed for the Tribes between 1982 and 1984 and went online in December of 1984.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) on behalf of the Tribes provided oversight for the
project. Attached is a letter of support from the BIA for the project (Exhibit A).

The Facility
Located in northwest Montana, within Lake County, the entire drainage is within the
external boundary of the Flathead Indian Reservation. Boulder Hydro is located on
Boulder Creek, which drains into Flathead Lake from the Mission Range of the Rocky
Mountains. Attached, as “Exhibit B, C, and D” are maps of the facility and its general
location.
The facility was put into operation in December 1984. Boulder Hydro is a run of river
facility with a maximum flow of eight (8) cubic feet per second diverted to the
powerhouse from the stream. The diversion creates an impoundment with a maximum of
0.15 acres surface area with a gross storage capacity of 0.30 acre-feet and a net storage
capacity of 0.025 acre-feet. The diversion and intake area occupy 203.36 square feet.
The entire penstock is buried under ground, while the powerhouse and tailrace occupy an
area of 800 square feet. The number of acres contained in a 200-foot zone extending
around the entire impoundment is approximately 5 acres.

Impoundment looking southwest

Impoundment looking northeast

Powerhouse looking north

Diversion and intake looking north
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Impoundment looking southeast

Impoundment looking east

Powerhouse looking southwest

Diversion and intake looking north
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Inside powerhouse looking southwest

Inside powerhouse looking north

Flows
Boulder Creek flows much of its journey
to Flathead Lake underground. A
portion of Boulder surfaces
approximately 100 yards upstream from
the impoundment. The diversion utilizes
all of the flow in all but the highest-level
periods occurring during the spring
runoff or during a significant runoff
event. Even with full dewatering of the
stream, water flow reappears less than
10 yards below the diversion structure
even in the lowest flow periods of the
year. An example of this can be seen in
the picture on the right, which was taken
on 8/13/07, after one of the hottest and
driest summers ever recorded in western
Montana, (see Exhibit E). This photo
was taken 12 yards below the diversion
structure. The flow continues to grow
and recharges itself to a minimum of
approximately 0.5 CFS within 200 feet
below the diversion.

12 yards below diversion looking downstream

With no fish present within Boulder Creek, Tribal resource agencies agree that flow
conditions are appropriate for the facility. The Tribes’ Division of Water Department
agrees that the flow levels and conditions within the stream are adequate for wildlife and
known aquatic resources. Attached, as “Exhibit F” is a letter confirming support by
William Faust, the Tribes’ Division of Water Manager. Also attached are letters from the
United Stated Department of the Interior – Fish and Wildlife Service (Exhibit G) and the
Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks (Exhibit H) finding no stipulations for
the original design and approach to development of the facility.
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Water Quality
Boulder Creek has an A-1 water quality certification and has maintained that certification
through construction and all the years of operation of the Boulder Hydro facility since the
Clean Water Act went into effect. All requirements were carefully monitored during
construction of the facility and during any maintenance activities that may disrupt water
quality. The facility has never had an incident that has endangered its compliance with
the Clean Water Act. Both the facility area and the downstream reach continue to meet
all A-1 classification standards. Attached is a letter from the Tribes Water Quality
Department in support of this certification (Exhibit I).
In addition, as part of the original agreement for an easement to the powerhouse location,
the Tribes installed a collection pipe and built a pump house to serve local residents as
their primary source of drinking water for their homes. This location is approximately 40
yards downstream from the powerhouse and pumps Boulder Creek water to
approximately 10 homes in the vicinity. Boulder Creek, to this day, maintains extremely
high water quality and has been proposed as a potential water supply for bottled water.

Fish Passage and Protection
Boulder Creek has no fish present within
the stream due to extreme elevation
barriers located in the lowest reaches of
the stream within the first 100 yards
above its mouth on the east shore of
Flathead Lake. An example of this can
be seen on he right where this eight-foot
drop presents a significant barrier to fish
migration. Attached, as “Exhibit J” is
the results of a fish study conducted by
the Tribal Fisheries Department in May
and October 1982. These studies were
conducted prior to the construction of
the Boulder Hydro facility. In the years
since, Tribal Division of Water
employees have walked the stream
proper from the diversion to the
powerhouse to observe flow and to look
for fish species. No fish have ever been
observed during any of these observation
periods.

Approximately 100 yards upstream from
mouth of Boulder Creek looking upstream.

Watershed Protection
Over the years, Tribal Ordinances have provided a 25-foot buffer zone for shoreline
protection, and a 50-foot buffer zone that prohibited woodcutting near streams. This
protection is now considered inadequate for the impoundment. In the summer of 2007,
SKHC has applied for a Watershed Lease that will provide a 250-foot conservation buffer
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zone around the impoundment. The watershed lease will prevent: development of new
facilities, logging activity, construction of new transportation corridors, off-road vehicle
use, dumping of waste materials, use of blasting material, limiting heavy equipment
movement to existing road, or any other activity that would facilitate the release of
material, contamination, or erosion into the impoundment. The watershed lease provides
that SKHC will not fence the watershed lease area, and that roads as well as all terrain
within the lease area shall remain open for public access, cultural pursuits, hunting and
gathering activities, and low-impact recreation.

Threatened and Endangered Species Protection
When Boulder Hydro was in the planning stages, surveys were conducted and historical
records analyzed to determine the presents of endangered or threatened species. A
summary of these findings was submitted to FERC when the Tribes submitted their
original application for a FERC exemption. Attached, as “Exhibit K” is the excerpt of
their original submission to FERC. The following summarizes these findings and
updates for the current situation today.
Plants
No threatened or endangered plant species have been found within the project site. In
addition, there are no records of any plant species that would fall into these categories
that have been found.
Fisheries
No fish exist in the waters of Boulder Creek. Migration barriers exist between the
powerhouse and Flathead Lake that prevent upstream movement of fish. These natural
barriers were present prior to the construction of Boulder Hydro. Subsequent electro
shocking in all likely pools or riffles has confirmed that there are no species of fish within
Boulder Creek at or above the project site. Bull Trout, considered a threatened species
exist in Flathead Lake. The Tribes have actively followed a Bull Trout Recovery Plan
that is driving activities to improve migration, redd site protection, and reduction of nonnative predatory species that threaten Bull Trout.
Wildlife
At the time of submittal for a FERC exemption, there were no threatened or endangered
species present or migrating through the project area. Since that time, Grizzly Bears have
been spotted in the area infrequently, but no known den area exists within the project area
or within a range of ten miles from the project site. The tribes are actively following a
Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan that has resulted in an increase of Grizzly Bears within the
reservation boundary. The project location is not within either the Zone 1 (highest
concentration) or Zone 2 (significantly lower populations) of the plan. Gray Wolves also
are present on the Reservation, however none have been observed within a 10-mile zone
of the project site. The Tribes are actively following a Gray Wolf Recovery Plan that has
also increased the population of Gray Wolves within the reservation boundary.
Birds
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Bald Eagles, an endangered species are known to occur along the east shore of Flathead
Lake. The presence of Bald Eagles has stayed consistent from the period of time prior to
the development of Boulder Hydro to present day. Bald Eagles nests are not located
within a five-mile radius of the project site, but are present between 8 – 10 miles from the
project site on several islands of Flathead Lake. Nocturnal roosting areas are typically
utilized during the winter and occur adjacent to open lake areas in forested cover. Two
potential roosting areas were examined throughout the winter of 1982 – 1983 by wildlife
biologists and did not reveal use by this species. The presence of Bald Eagles is
increasing in the Flathead lake region, but no new Bald Eagle roosting or nesting areas
have been identified within the project area or within a five-mile radius.

Cultural Resource Protection
The facility is in compliance with all requirements regarding cultural resource protection.
Prior to the construction of the facility, the Flathead Culture Committee, Kootenai
Culture Committee, and Montana Historical Society were consulted to help identify
culturally significant resources or locations within the project area. None of the
organizations were able to identify any location or item of cultural importance within the
project area. Attached are the letters of support (Exhibits L through N) from each of
these three organizations, submitted in 1982 and 1983.

Recreation
There facility is in compliance with all recreation access requirements associated with our
FERC exemption. There are no recreation restrictions associated with the facility,
however a Tribal Recreation Permit is required for non-tribal members to access the
facility as it sits in Tribal forestlands. Our application for a Watershed Lease around the
impoundment also calls for continued public access for, cultural pursuits, hunting and
gathering activities, and low-impact recreation. SKHC has no plans to prevent access to
any of the project areas.

Facilities Recommended for Removal
Boulder Hydro has never received a recommendation for removal from any resource
agency. The facility continues to operate with the support of all resource agencies as well
as the local community, Tribal community, and the energy community. In fact, the
Council of Energy Resource Tribes (CERT) featured Boulder Hydro during a LowImpact Hydro Conference held in Polson Montana in March 2007.
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Exhibit A
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Exhibit B
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Exhibit C
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Exhibit D

Exhibit E
Archived Story (August 2, 2007)

Scorching July: Missoula says goodbye to record-setting month
By KIM BRIGGEMAN of the Missoulian

Rugby, a 5-year-old border collie-Karelian bear dog cross,
plays in the water sprayed from a garden hose by owner
Joe Tralongo in their driveway on a recent hot afternoon
in Missoula. “This is the only way to keep him cool,”
Tralongo said. This July was the hottest on record, with
only one day falling below 90 degrees.
LINDA THOMPSON/Missoulian

Hello, blessed August. What took you so long?
Western Montana - indeed, much of the western United States - has finally wiped its brow of the hottest July on record.
“We broke practically every July record we have for heat,” meteorologist Trent Smith of the National Weather Service in Missoula
confirmed Tuesday.

The sweaty statistics:
An average high temperature of 96.6 degrees through Monday. That was a whopping 2.5 degrees warmer than July 1960, in the heat of
the Cold War and the city's previous hottest month.
Just one day when the thermometer didn't reach 90. We'll look back warmly on Thursday, the 19th, when it topped out at a grab-the-parka
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87.
Eleven, count 'em, days of 100-degree (or better) temperatures. The most recent was Sunday, when triple-digit readings mixed with
smoke in the valleys from an outburst of wildfires.
An all-time record high of 107 degrees on July 6, so hot the statue of the World War I doughboy at the Missoula County Courthouse was
seen fanning himself with his helmet. The previous standard of 105 was reached five times, a couple of them before the official
thermometer was moved from a downtown bank building to the comparatively cooler climes near the runway at Missoula International
Airport.
The first 18 days of July reached 90 degrees or higher, as did the final 12. The first streak equals a record set in 1960. The second ranks
fourth.
Six daily heat records: on July 5, 6, 14, 15, 18 and 29.
The heat, of course, came riding tandem with extremely dry conditions. Smith, confident that no rain (or snow, for that matter) would fall
after a midafternoon conversation, said Missoula would finish July with just 0.03 of an inch of precipitation.
We tried, but we couldn't top the 0.02 of an inch in 1919. “But that puts us in second,” Smith said.
July isn't known for its rain, but the norm is significantly higher - 1.04 inch.
The National Weather Service issued a public information statement Monday, which listed a number of streams in western Montana and
northern Idaho that are already approaching record low flows.
The South Fork of the Clearwater River in Idaho is already there. For the past 11 days, it has been below the previous low, set in 1973, of
187 cubic feet per second. On Monday, it was down to 160 cfs.
The Bitterroot River reached its record low flow on July 20, dropping below the 541 cfs at one point in the summer of 2000.
Neither the Clark Fork at Missoula nor the Blackfoot at Bonner are threatening records, but they're both moving slow. The Clark Fork on
Tuesday was at 1,640 cfs, some 1,000 cfs below normal but nearly twice the record low of 880 in 1931.
The Blackfoot was at 628 cfs. The median flow is 1,050, the record 397 was set in 1988.
Virtually all of western Montana's streams have total or afternoon restrictions for fishing, another rare occurrence in July.
The irony of it all is that six weeks ago, Montana appeared to be shaking eight years of drought.
Blame it on a ridge of “real high pressure” that arrived early and stayed much longer than usual, said Smith.
Said ridge wasn't just picking on us either. Bozeman, Great Falls, Helena and Cut Bank all set July records for 90-degree days.
Temperatures reached 110 degrees in Miles City on consecutive days (July 23 and 24) for the first time.
From Reno, Nev., to Boise to Edmonton, Alberta, July heat records were either set or approached. The Dakotas, Minnesota and western
Iowa were nailed as well, though farther south and east on the Great Plains, temperatures were below normal in many places.
“All weather in the world is related,” Smith said. “There were just extremely warm sea surface temperatures in the Pacific and Indian
oceans that caused an amplification of the ridge over us.”
There are various theories on why, he added. “The biggest one is potentially global warming. But to nail an exact cause as to why this has
occurred ... we're not 100 percent sure.”
The good news, at least for the Missoula region, was that the major fires held off until last weekend. And, as of midnight, July was over.
Highs will stay in the 90s for the next few days, according to the National Weather Service, then slip to the mid-80s over the weekend. The
bureau is even breathing those welcome words, “chance of showers,” in its forecasts for week's end.
Other forecasters call for highs in the upper 70s by early next week, though not Smith.
“Usually when we've had these really hot Julys, there's a better chance than normal that we'll have a cooler August,” Smith said. “But
that's just about three-fifths of the time. So there's still the potential that we'll see a very warm August, but there's a good chance we'll
see a cooler month.”
Reporter Kim Briggeman can be reached at 523-5266 or at kbriggeman@missoulian.com.
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Exhibit F
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Exhibit G
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Exhibit H
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Exhibit I
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Exhibit J
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Exhibit K
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Exhibit L
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Exhibit M
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Exhibit N
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